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Every women at some stage in their lives has felt trapped in a 
situation. The vulnerability that makes us strong again is a process 
and a transition I want to communicate through my art. I want 
to show how these women coped between the blindness and 
the realisation of their torment. 

This collection explores an obsessive and troublesome nature that 
can consume any of us at any given time. An obsession can 
lead to great pain, but through this we learn. Yes, we cry, we 
laugh, we sigh. I want to take the viewer on a journey of power
lessness, realisation and euphoria. 

The idea that someone in any situation can lose control of their 
emotions. The thoughts that come with it during the action. 
After one has come out of this perturbing time there's a feeling 
of godliness that comes from the enlightened state. 

Through these images I am trying to demonstrate a heightened 
state of adrenaline, the fire that makes us who we are and how 
we deal with that monster that comes our way. All of these 
women have a story and they have suffered a traumatic event in 
their lives and I am driven to display the emotions I see within 
them. 

How one shines through their difficulties is intriguing to me and 
inspires me. We are all searching and exploring for a way out 
or a way in, that safe place we all crave. Which is yours? Where 
do each of us like to be in our minds once that difficult time has 
passed? It also begs the question: Do we allow these events to 
consume us after our realisation or are these situations presented 
to us as a test of strength? 

Triana Terry 

 



Triana's first love has always been the visual arts, her father 

Richard Terry, also an artist, owned a commercial studio in the 

heart of Soho. She has a Spanish mother, Celia de Lamo, a 

photojournalist and filmmaker. 

Triana is a self taught painter and is hugely inspired by human 

behaviour, faces and emotions. Whether it's portraying a 

character on film or on stage, painting a portrait or a scenario, 

she must immerse herself totally to take on that true persona 

and image. 



Surrender 

Claudia Santos continually ran with the wrong crowd. Police 

were knocking at her door because of narcotics, homicide and 

theft, the list goes on. It wasn't until the birth of her autistic 

child, Aliyah (now 10 years old) did she surrendered to her 

other side; A single parent, mother worrier and living carer. 

Her challenges are never ending. She meets them all with love 

and skill. 

"Always say "yes" to the present moment. What could be more 

futile, more insane, than to create inner resistance to what al

ready is? What could be more insane than to oppose life itself, 

which is now and always now? Surrender to what is. Say "yes" 

to life - and see how life suddenly starts working for you rather 

than against you." 

Eckhart Tolle 

"This painting represents a feeling of complete blindness. We 

all have a choice to open our eyes to the truth of our current 

situation. Some choose to ignore the fact. Realising this can 

bring out a lot of pain which has been buried for a while. 

Surrendering to reality is liberating and I want to take the viewer 

on thatjourney and to understand that we can all find ourselves 

in that situation. I thought this composition would illustrate 

Claudia's journey of abandonment and realisation." 

Triana Terry 
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All the world's a stage 

Making people laugh whilst crying inside. 
"I'm more lost than ever, 'Trapped' indeed." 

Comedy is her escapism, her saviour and her keeper 

RCameron 

"In this painting Rhona is turning her back on her audience. 
I wanted to paint the audience like ghosts. I wanted them to 
represent her past and that the only way to confront those 
demons is to get back on stage and do what she loves to do. 
Her microphone is at the ready and you can see she is still, 
almost paralysed by her past. It's all in her hands and her audi
ence are waiting for her to speak. 

When on stage one can only see the outline of the people in 
the audience, although not seeing their faces accentuates their 
reactions. I wanted to create that feeling with the ghostly 
figures and heads in the background. Communicating a sense 
of theatre, mystery and uncertainty:' 
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Corridors of Power 

"Behind the Iron Curtain, in 1982, I was a six-year old Lithuanian 
girl and sold seeds at my local market. I would dream of running 
my own business and trading in the global market. This wasn't 
the Soviet way of doing things. 

In 1989 freedom came, and the euphoria that followed the sud
den collapse of the USSR soon turned to chaos as the currency 
nosedived, inflation soared and the rule of law almost disinte
grated. This was fertile territory for the mafia gangs who viewed 
legitimate businesses as targets for extortion. 

I was a teenager when I built my first business in Lithuania 
during those turbulent times. It was a successful venture but 
attracted unwanted attention from the underworld. This was a 
frightening period and had a big impact on my life and values. 

Making my way through the world, I finally found a home in the 
UK. Britain welcomed me as an entrepreneur and encouraged 
me to thrive in business. My company Guildhawk and the 
thousands of people who work for us have become a wonderful 
success. Every day I live that childhood dream. 

In June 2019 Her Majesty the Queen honoured me with an 
MBE for International Trade in Her Birthday Honours List. 

I am not the only woman in the world to have lived through 
dangerous times and the collapse of their society. However, I 
am one of the lucky few who learnt the vital survival skills and 
became a stronger businesswoman as a result" 
Jurga Zilinskiene 

"I wanted to create a sense of power within a very ridged 
environment at the guildhall corridors in the city of london. The 
juxtaposition between old conventions and the essence of her 
female empowerment was an interesting composition for me." 
Triana Terry 
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Lady in W airing 

The Almighty Allah states in the Holy Qur'an: 

Verse (4:34) 

'Men are the protectors of women because of the greater 

preference that God has given to some of them and because 

they financially support them. Among virtuous women are 

those who are steadfast in prayer and dependable in keeping 

the secrets that God has protected. Admonish women who 

disobey, do not sleep with them and beat them. If they obey, 

do not try to find fault in them. God is High and Supreme.'* 

Fatima knows that if she is to preserve the very fabric of her 

society, change is needed ... 

"With Fatima I wanted to create a sense of intimacy between 

her and the viewer. With no abaya interfering with her 

appearance. I wanted to capture calmness with this composition. 

I had images of the sea flowing through my mind giving me a 

sense of relaxation and peace." 

Triana Terry 

•Tue artist has selected the SARWAR translated version of the Quran to descrihe this artwork 
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Breaking Free 

An eating disorder makes you a prisoner in your own skin. 

"The struggle to know you need help, but the fear of not having 
your eating disorder to lean on, is all consuming. A never end
ing voice in one's head. Never being present, feeling like one is 
just existing and not wanting to exist at all." 

Jen Smith 

"WhenJen sat for her portrait I got her to wear a straight jacket 

because I wanted to create the feeling of constraint and movement 

at the same time. Her story inspired me to paint her trying to 

break free from her own existence and the all consuming voices 

in her head." 

Triana Terry 
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Defiance 

Today and throughout the history of the Catholic Church, the 

clergy are forbidden to procreate. Mother Gloria defied the 

convention of the Catholic Church. 

"I wanted this piece to symbolise passion for motherhood and 

for religion too. The battle and the sacrifice she had to make 

between convention and a women's internal plea. I wanted to 

create a sense of richness through the palette and her expression. 

A passionate sacrifice and defiance to the historical belief 

system the Catholic Church. Where love of Catholic ritual and 

human needs combine and clash at the same time." 

Triana Terry 
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My Gilded Cage 

"You tried to cage me, you tried to change me, you didn't want 
to share me, you tried to break me. 

I was under your spell, your charm and sweet smile captured 
me. 

I need to fly free, I need to be me" 

Holly Davidson 

"I wanted to create a sense of rigidity and longing with Holly. The 

bars in the background signify her mentality at the time. Being 

locked in her own emotional prison, finding a way to escape her 

situation but not being able to. She has the capability to fly away 

and doesn't know it. 

I painted an impression of a wing behind her coming through the 

bars, almost apparent but not fully open nor ready to take flight. 

She has lost her true sense of self. I wanted her to appear as if 

she were turning into the metal bars of the prison that surround 

her, slowly disappearing as if her body and face are morphing into 

heavy metal, not knowing whether she'll use her wings and escape 

or stay and be even more unrecognisable." 

Triana Terry 
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The Breadwinner 

Recently society has created a new derogatory term 'Cougar' to 

address women who are successful, earn a substantial income 

and who have a younger lover, boyfriend or husband. Roxanne 

shouldn't feel judged or condemned for working in a high 

ranking corporate job. The power struggle between the sexes 

is shifting and society finds it difficult to accept change. 

Roxanne Valence always had an unconventional vision working 

in a male orientated work environment. As time goes on she 

feels stronger and less apologetic for being a powerful women 

doing as much if not more than the men in her office. 

"Here I wanted to portray a wealthy lady who has a young man 

totally in love with her. Ready and waiting he has entered her 

domain. The lady waits patiently and knowingly. I wanted the 

viewer to reminisce on the character Mrs Robinson in the film 

'The Graduate'." 

Triana Terry 
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Fragmented 

"I'm broken, like Humpty Dumpty. I am broken. I have been 

broken. I have fallen time and time again whether it's from 

toxic relationship or work. I put myself back together. And 

the cracks, emotional scars and break beneath my skin invisible 

to others but something I can feel inside. But the breaks have 

shaped me, not damaged me but helped to give me strength." 

Lydia Hearst 

"When Lydia spoke to me of how she felt during her experience 

I wanted to demonstrate her state of mind. A feeling of complete 

detachment, fragmentation and her lack of memory that made 

her lose her sense of self. Cold cut glass and fragmented 

reflections of her face gives a feeling of unease and disturbance. 

Her beauty shines continually through this triple separation and 

fragmented mind. Though In parts almost unrecognisable, she 

stays strong and holds it together." 

Triana Terry 
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Into the Abyss 

Here I wanted to capture an androgynous figure, naked and 

vulnerable walking into the abyss of the great unknown. A feel

ing of openness, freedom and mystery. I wasn't only inspired 

by my curiosity, but of the uncharted part of the universe which 

is yet to be discovered and that mirrored my mind at the time 

of painting this image. So much of the unknown to explore and 

that gave me courage to move forward. Like the figure, trusting 

and full of confidence. 

Triana Terry 
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While I was Sleeping 

What I felt towards the end of painting the Godless Goddesses 

collection. 

A dream like state, calm within a precarious heated environment 

A sense of unapologetic passion. Saying "I am here naked and 

so what!" 

Triana Terry 
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